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Trends And Expectations
■Obama Administration is ideologically committed 

to “Climate Change Regulation.”

■Waxman-Markey may pass the House, but may not 
clear the Senate. 

■A massive regulatory program imposed and 
implemented will control energy consumption in all 
sectors of the economy is coming.

■ The litigation floodgates may be about to open.  
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Conventional Wisdom
“Undoubtedly, the biggest issue will be climate change and a 
debate around enacting a ‘cap-and-trade’ regime to deal 
with the problem….Given the state of the economy, next 
year will likely yield more talk without action.   Under most 
iterations of a cap and trade regime, the cost of the system 
will fall on manufacturing and utility companies required to 
pay for carbon allocations. This cost will be too difficult to 
bear during a recession or fragile economy, regardless of the 
environmental benefits.  Thus, until the economy recovers, it is
unlikely that Congress will be able to enact a cap-and-trade 
regime.”

Morgan Stanley “ANALYSIS OF THE POLICIES OF PRESIDENT-
ELECT OBAMA” Nov. 5, 2008.
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“You Can’t Make An Omelet….”
“A lot of our focus is looking at the transition [to 
rationing]. We have a lot of momentum in our 
system, 100 years of driving us toward energy-
intensive manufacturing and transportation 
systems. The campaign believes that in the early 
years of that transition, there will be some 
disproportionate impact on different industries and 
different regions that has to be acknowledged up 
front; they're not going to be avoidable, but there 
are policies that will help fairly and equitably 
mitigate them.”

Jason Grumet, Key Obama Energy/Environment Advisor 
http://www.grist.org/feature/2008/05/06/grumet/
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Federal Overview

White House

Legislation Regulation
(Clean Air Act) Litigation

EPA ANPR
Executive Orders

Cap and Trade
Energy “Rationing”

“Green” Energy
NGOs/States

EPA
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Bush Admin. Regulatory “Drivers”
■ EPA Staff/NGOs/Media

Ideological issue.

■ US Supreme Court (Mass. v. EPA)

States/NGOs petition courts to order EPA to regulate 
greenhouse gases such as CO2 (GHGs) under the Clean Air 
Act (CAA).  EPA declines.  Lower court rules for EPA.  States 
appeal. (Note political driver).

5-4 decision holding GHGs are CAA “pollutants.”  Action:  
Remand to EPA for “endangerment” determination.  If so, 
then, as a practical matter, EPA must regulate all sources of 
GHGs.
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Obama Admin. Regulatory Drivers
■ EPA Staff/NGOs/Media.

■ White House/EPA Management/Democrat Left.

Ideological purity.

Obama (1) will “initiate…[EPA] rulemakings” immediately, 
(2) believes in “a mandatory limit on our domestic 
greenhouse-gas emissions” and (3) seeks to “cap…the 
entire economy and [leave] the question of how exactly it 
is executed to consumers [as this is] a more robust 
approach than trying to come up with a kind of 
command-and-control smokestack standard for coal 
plants and gas plants and bakeries and manufacturing 
facilities and the rest.”  
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Promises Promises…
■ The Obama Campaign promised GHG legislation with 

economy-wide cap and trade and 100 percent of emissions 
“allowances” subject to auction.

■ Problem: Cap and trade will cause economic hardship.

“Under my plan of a cap and trade system, electricity 
rates would necessarily skyrocket...” 

No action by Congress is likely “for at least a year,” per  
Sen. Jeff Bingaman who chairs the Energy and Natural 
Resources Committee, due to the current economic crisis 
and the sheer complexity of the issue. 

■ Therefore, the Obama Administration is likely to unleash EPA  
to regulate without Congressional input.  
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Immense Complexity
■ Multiple regulatory programs, including NAAQS, Mobile 

Sources, Stationary Sources, PSD (everyone?)

■ Many practical questions.

Does EPA have cap and trade authority?

Will the entire country be “non-attainment”, thus limiting 
development?

Does EPA really have the authority to require CAA 
permits for every 70,000 sq ft building?

Should EPA be regulating cows?
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Title II Mobile Sources
Cars, Trucks, Ships, Planes, 

Construction Vehicles,
Lawn mowers, ORVs

Title I Stationary Sources
Power Plants, Buildings,

Restaurants, Farms, Malls, 
Factories,

Refineries, Mines 

International Concerns
Foreign Sources

WTO Duties

Natural Resource Issues
NEPA, ESA (Polar Bears)

MMPA

State/Regional Issues
California, RGGI, WCI, 
MGGRA, Preemption?

GHG Regulation via CAA

The CAA Regulatory Jumble
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Litigation
■ In re: Deseret Power Cooperative (PSD Appeal No. 07-03). 

EPA’s Environmental Appeals Board remanded an approved 
permit for a coal-fired power plant to the Agency “to 
reconsider whether or not to impose a CO2 BACT limit and to 
develop an adequate record for its decision. 

■ Polar Bear Litigation/Endangered Species Act. The Bush 
Administration listed Polar Bears as an endangered species 
due to climate change.  ESA listing means federal agencies 
must ensure that any action they authorize, fund, or carry out 
will not jeopardize the bears' continued existence or 
adversely modify their critical habitat.  

■ Native Village of Kivalina v. ExxonMobil, et al. (Case No. CV-
08-1138 USDC N.D.CA). Plaintiffs tort case claiming 24 oil, gas 
and power companies have substantially caused global 
warming and conspired to hide the evidence thereof, 
damaging the village . 
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Waxman-Markey
■ Mandates combined renewable electricity and electricity 

savings requirement at 20% in 2020.

■ Incentives for “plug in” vehicles and strong “efficiency” 
mandates.

■ FERC tasked with running “carbon markets.”

■ Emission credits substantially “given” to “polluters.”
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State Actions
■ Many coastal states have passed numerous GHG statutes and 

rules.

Regional carbon markets.

Multiple state reporting and renewable mandates.

CA Senate passed a “GHG Footprint Label” law for all 
consumer products.

■ Outcome – a jumble of requirements and initiatives that will 
increase energy costs.
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Outcomes
■ “Endangerment” determination has occurred. CO2 limits 

will be an issue in every government action, permit, etc. 

■ Huge expansion of government control. EPA claims 
authority to regulate using a ‘life cycle’ approach to the 
control of GHG emissions and reduce the possibility of 
leakage…” ANPR p. 432.

Example: EPA may regulate “all aspects of the 
production, processing, and consumption…of fossil fuels 
for heat and power…” ANPR p. 432 fn. 245.

■ Opposition to CAA-based GHG regulation organizing.
Themes: (1) Huge impact on the economy for no GHG 
benefit, (2) Obvious data quality issues, and (3) Legislative 
decisions should be made by Congress, not bureaucrats.
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Remember the Omelet?

“The campaign believes that in the early years of 
that transition, there will be some disproportionate 
impact on different industries and different regions 
that has to be acknowledged up front; they're not 
going to be avoidable, but there are policies that 
will help fairly and equitably mitigate them.”
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Winners and Losers
■ Winners.

Government bureaucrats (the Omelet makers) and NGOs.

“Clean Tech” companies.

Traders/Speculators.

Businesses that are “in front” of the process (technology, 
controls, politics, and litigation).

■ Losers.

Manufacturing/Energy/Transportation/Commercial Real 
Estate.

Agriculture.

Consumers.
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Financial Institutions

■ Financial Institutions

Major impact on real estate/enterprise valuation and diligence 
(“CO2 diligence”), and on corporate governance.

Wall Street “Carbon Principals:” “investing in CO2-emitting fossil 
fuel generation entails uncertain financial, regulatory and 
certain environmental liability risks…[we will] assess and reflect 
these risks in the financing considerations...”

Superfund redux?  Some investment upside/carbon trading, 
entitlements, alternative energy etc.
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■ Commercial real estate will be regulated, e.g. “smaller sources 
and new types of sources such as apartment buildings with 
natural gas heat…” ANPR p. 421.  

Key questions are how (e.g. general permit v. NSR/source 
permit) and when EPA will use GHGs to control land use 
(e.g., the “California Solution”). 

■ PSD trap - new/existing buildings could need a permit and be 
required to implement “Best Available Control 
Technology…[and ] lower polluting production processes and 
other methods and techniques for control.”  ANPR p. 473.

■ High litigation risk (land use approval stage).

Real Estate
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Whither Carbon Trading?
■ Big, big winners, beneficiaries of a huge transfer of wealth and

windfall from producers to speculators. 

EPA may not have the legal authority to implement a cap 
and trade program.

■ Not clear how Obama will deal with the international carbon 
trading community.

Kyoto successor?

■ Not clear how Obama will deal with competing State and 
regional programs.

RGGI, Western Climate Initiative, may be preempted.

■ Traders remain supportive of Obama.
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How To Make Money?

■Not clear yet – program parameters will drive 
opportunity.

■ “Do more with less” – exploit existing resources.

In-fill development?

Trading/Energy sales?
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Carbon and Clean Tech Market Potential

$7 trillion
Global clean energy investment by 2030; $70.9 billion invested in 2006

$1 trillion
US carbon market by 2020 if Congress adopts cap and trade program

$60-$90 billion
2007 global carbon market estimates

$11.8 billion
Amount invested in 58 carbon funds as of March 2007

Carbon likely to become biggest derivatives product in 4-5 years
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Commissioner Bart Chilton

$100 million
2006 global voluntary offset market
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Broad Societal and Economic Reach

Key Sectors: 
 Electric power 

generation
 Cement
 Aluminum and steel
 Other heavy 

manufacturing
 Transportation
 Buildings
 Consumer appliances

"We believe the shift away from a carbon-based economy is a mega trend 
that will shape the asset management industry for many years…”

~ Deutsche Bank
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Regulatory Framework for Carbon Trading

 International
 UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
 Kyoto Protocol 
 Ongoing negotiations for post-2012 global climate treaty

 U.S.
 Federal
 Regional/state

 International offset markets
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The International Legal Framework

 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) (1992)

 Kyoto Protocol Commitment Period (2008-2012)
 Reduce emissions by 5% below 1990 levels through: 

 Emissions Trading
 European Union Emissions Trading Scheme

 Clean Development Mechanism and Joint Implementation

 Post-2012
 National targets
 Sector focus
 Forest credits
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2007

2008

2009

2010

The Road From Bali
UN Climate Change Talks
Bangkok, Thailand
March 31 – April 4, 2008
1st meeting of the Ad hoc Working Group on 
Long-term Cooperative Action

UN Climate Change Talks
Bonn, Germany
June 2 – 12, 2008
2nd meeting of the Ad hoc Working Group on 
Long-term Cooperative Action

UN Climate Change Talks
(location to be determined)
August/September 2008
3rd meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group on 
Long-term Cooperative Action

UN Climate Change Conference
Copenhagen, Denmark
December 2009
Working Group on Long-term Cooperative 
Action will present outcomes for adoption

UN Climate Change Conference
Poznań, Poland
December 1 – 12, 2008

G8 Hokkaido Toyako Summit
Hokkaido, Japan
July 7 – 9, 2008

G8 Environment Meeting
Kobe, Japan
May 24 – 26 2008

UN Climate Change Conference
Bali, Indonesia
December 3 – 14, 2007

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3
4

5

7
8
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The Race to Copenhagen and . . . Beyond
 Bonn Conference – June 1, 2009

 Debate “negotiating text”
 Prepare for Copenhagen, December 2009

 Conference of the Parties
 UNFCCC definition of success
 Likely Outcome

 Status in 2012
 US domestic status
 International agreement 
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U.S. Regulatory Framework

 Clean Air Act

 Command and Control Based Regulatory System

 American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009

 Passed by House Committee on Energy & Commerce
 At least six other House Committees with jurisdiction 
 No parallel bills under active consideration in Senate

 Likely outcome?
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Making Sense of the Carbon Offset Marketplace

 Multiple Instruments Available
 CERs & CER Futures
 EUAs & EUA Futures
 ERUs
 VERs
 Derivative instruments

 Different Uses and Restrictions 
on Use
 Voluntary versus Compliance 

Markets
 Kyoto Protocol versus European 

Trading System
From Reuters Carbon Interactive
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The Current Carbon Market Reflects Financial 
and Legal Uncertainties
 Multiple Exchanges Trade “Similar” Commodities

 Similar “commodities” have different risk and price points

 Value of “commodity” tied to nature and stability of underlying 
project

 Due diligence critical to protecting value of investments

Carbon Exchanges
•ACX, Netherlands
•NordPool, Norway
•NCDEX, India
•ECX, Europe
•TSE, Japan
•BM&F, Brazil

•CCX, Chicago
•GreenExchange, New York
•BlueNext, France 
•EXAA, Austria 
•EEX, Germany
•GHGX, Canada
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Risks in Carbon Offset Projects

 Project design
 Permanence risk: Changes in host country regulations, 

geopolitics, weather conditions result in project failure

 Project development
 Project doesn’t receive certification from UN Executive Board

 Sale of credits
 Registry inefficiencies
 Delivery risk
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Risk Management

 Contractual provisions allocating risks among parties
 Emission Reduction Purchase Agreements

 Insurance products

 Portfolio diversification

 Purchasing CDO-like tranches of carbon credits

 Secondary markets
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Market Success Depends on Compliance

 Environmental Integrity: ensures climate markets 
actually reduce greenhouse gas emissions

 Investor Confidence: promotes “fair, open, efficient, 
accountable, and consistent” markets

 Institutional Linkages: assures a ton is a ton in all 
counties and markets
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Questions 

Paul E. Gutermann
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Washington, D.C.  20036
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The Creation of a Carbon CreditThe Creation of a Carbon Credit

Government/
standards NGO/

Registry
ER Buyer

Equity
Investor

Output
Buyer

Bank

Technology
Supplier

Other suppliers/
consultants/
stakeholders

Tech

$

$? CERs?

$

$

$

$

$

$

Power

Docs

Approvals

CERs

various

Project



The Creation of a Carbon CreditThe Creation of a Carbon Credit

– PIN, followed by PDD or
VCS PD

• Project description,
location, monitoring plan

– Validator/Verifier
• Additionality of planned

project
• Ex-post determination of

reductions & certification

– Submission by owner to
CDM/JI/Stds board

– Register
• Checks request against

database
• Assigns a unique serial

number to every tonne

– CDM/JI/Stds Board
• Approves methodology
• Verifies no prior registration

– Register
• Issues certificate (electronic?)
• Maintains ownership records
• Cancels the certificate when

used
– (Even legacy CERs may

have some value)



Current barriers to projectCurrent barriers to project
developmentdevelopment

• Novelty of projects.
• Conservative industry notions thus lack of proactive project developers.
• Lack of understanding of range of opportunities and technologies available.
• Difficulties of incorporating projects capital budgets (in a fairly short time,

when some entities must plan years ahead).
• Hangover from domestic and international legislative uncertainties.
• Uncertainty on post--2012 regime.
• Unrealistic expectations of what the project can deliver as opposed to what

it has delivered to date.
• Misunderstanding of “core” ” issues, e.g., difference between the offset and

the allowance price when they are both referred to as “the carbon price of
carbon”.

• Project fatigue.



Documents Related to CreationDocuments Related to Creation
of Carbon Creditof Carbon Credit

• Consultant Agreement
• PDD
• Letter of Intent
• Term Sheet/MOU
• EPC
• SPV Formation
• Equity Investment
• ERPA
• PPA or Sales Agreement
• Risk management

– Insurance
– Hedges

• Exclusivity Agreement
and NDA

• Letter of Endorsement
• Letter of Approval
• Financing Documents
• Licensing of Technology
• Legal Opinions
• Verification Agreement
• Registry Agreement
• Standards Body

Agreement
• Certifications



Types of ProjectsTypes of Projects--Landfill GasLandfill Gas

• Landfill Gas Capture and Power
Generation—Philippines

• Investor from UK

• 15MW generation

• 589,993 tCO2e per year (avg)

• IRR without CER: 8%

• IRR with CER revenue: 33%



Types of ProjectsTypes of Projects--Capturing FlaredCapturing Flared
Natural GasNatural Gas

• Landfill Gas Capture and Flare

• Uruguay

• Investor from Spain

• Existing landfill to be fitted with collection
system

• 201,790 tCO2e per year (avg)

• Annual revenue generation: €2.4MM



Types of ProjectsTypes of Projects--HydroHydro

• Hydro-electric power generation—Northern India

• Run of the river power plant

• Investor is Indian and will sell power to grid and
will sell CERs

• 70 MW and 0% emissions power generation

• Displaces carbon based power generation

• IRR without CERs: 14-18%

• IRR with CERs: 22%



Types of ProjectsTypes of Projects--
Reforesetation/AfforestationReforesetation/Afforestation

• Reforestation of damaged land

• India

• Local sponsors and NGOs

• Eucalyptus Plants

• Sale of wood and CERs

• 14 tCO2e per year

• Leakage issues



Emission Reduction PurchaseEmission Reduction Purchase
AgreementsAgreements

• The crucial document for any trading rights
• Typically, registry independent
• Subtle
• Acronym loaded
• Loaded with technical jargon
• Varies (slightly) by standards body

– Terms may appear to be the same, but will have
different definitions under different regimes

– Lends itself to negotiation under a term sheet, with
lawyers to clean up the details



ERPA Forms In UseERPA Forms In Use

• IETA v. 3.0 (2006)
– Requires use of Code of CDM Terms

• IETA v. 2.0 (2004)
• IBRD Verified Emission Reductions Purchase

Agreement
– Requires use of General Conditions

• IBRD CDM ERPA
• ISDA Master Swap and Schedule for EU

Emissions Allowance Transactions
• Buyer specified



ERPA Purpose: Degree ofERPA Purpose: Degree of
FungibilityFungibility

• Reference to standards that will be durable, to provide
definitions and mechanics re:
– Commodity to be exchanged
– Accounting Standards
– Measurement and monitoring protocols

• VCS
• ISO

– Third party review
– Preservation of any early action credits
– Individually serialized records
– Transparency
– Quality assurance
– Assignability
– Retirement

• Electronic warehousing, developing along the lines of UCC
Article 9 standards for electronic chattel paper.



ERPA Purpose: Allocation ofERPA Purpose: Allocation of
RisksRisks

• Project not completed according to PDD
• Project loses right to produce or deliver Credits
• Nationalization of project or Credits
• Physical damage to project
• ERs fail to satisfy standards body criteria
• Project fails to produce verified Credits in the relevant crediting

period
– Buyer fails to meet its mandatory reductions and is penalized,

forced to shut in production, or taxed
– Implications for meeting future production

• Pricing (Market) Risk
– Fixed
– Floating
– Combination

• Counterparty credit status deterioration
– Credit support parties.
– How assignable by Buyer?



Project Structuring (from theProject Structuring (from the
BuyerBuyer’’s perspective)s perspective)

• What do I want to receive?
• When do I want to receive?
• How can I minimize my risk?
• From whom do I want to receive?
• When do I want to pay?
• How much do I want to pay?
• Who owns the credits?
• Do I have existing contractual relationships with

the counterparties in which the carbon
component could be built in?



Ownership of Credits: Who is theOwnership of Credits: Who is the
right contractual partner?right contractual partner?

• Who owns the project, who generated the
Credits?

• Establishment of initial ownership of Credit

• Have other parties an interest in the Credits?

• Necessity for additional contractual
arrangements (assignment contracts, sale
contracts, concessions)

• What happens in a case of project default?

• Has the DNA approved the project and
authorized the project participants?



Key ERPA TermsKey ERPA Terms

• Commercial Terms
– What is to be delivered

• CERs
• VERs
• Share of Proceeds

– Type of Delivery
• Spot
• Forward (2-way liability)
• Option (1-way liability)
• Hybrid (specific production, percent of production, ROFR,

option)
• Derivative (financial settlement based upon index or quotes)



Key ERPA TermsKey ERPA Terms

• Commercial Terms (cont.)

– Crediting Period

• Under VERs, 20 years becoming typical

• Under CERs, frequently 7 years with ROFR

• Continuation post Kyoto?

– Price

– Quantity

– Source (i.e. Project or Registry)



Key ERPA TermsKey ERPA Terms

• Commercial Terms (cont.)
– Mechanics

• Payments
– Invoice
– Upfront
– Option premiums
– Upon delivery of Credits
– Currency
– Tax issues/VAT/Income

• Validation
• Delivery to registry

– Focal Point

• Verification
• Assignment via registry



Key ERPA TermsKey ERPA Terms

• Legal Terms
– Authorization

– Representations and Warranties

– Conditions of Default

– Responses to Default

– Force Majeure

– Suspension or Termination of Scheme

– Confidentiality

– Source of Law

– Dispute Resolution



Seller Reps and WarrantiesSeller Reps and Warranties

• Registration with appropriate standards body
• Monitoring plan
• Qualifications regarding Designated Operating

Entity/Verifier
• Financing
• No encumbrances

– e.g. for a landfill project, persons that may claim entitlement
to own, approve or trade Credits

• Landowners
• Leaseholders
• Site operators
• LFG project developers
• Municipal authority
• DNA
• Financial institutions



Buyer Reps and WarrantiesBuyer Reps and Warranties

• Financial Condition

• No litigation

• No event of default

• Maintain all requirements under any credit
support document



Conditions of DefaultConditions of Default

• Non-payment

• Breach of rep or warranty

• Breach of material obligation other than delivery

• Insolvency

• Failure of credit support party to perform

• Cross default

• Material adverse change

• Withdrawal by host country or other country from KP

• Delivery Failure

• Illegality



Responses to DefaultResponses to Default

• No Fault Default
– General approach taken by ISDA and, to a lesser degree, IETA

• IETA does contemplate intentional acts

• Remedies for Breach and Default
– Cover

• Partial

• complete

– Penalties

– Interest

– Limited consequential
• Netherlands scheme of 5 times cost of cover

• Payment of any tax or penalties suffered by Buyer



Force MajeureForce Majeure

• Separate from suspension or termination of scheme

• Failure to use reasonable diligence should preclude
excuse by FM
– But parties may want to tightly specify standards by which

reasonable diligence will be measured

• Typically, 60 days of FM before a party may cancel

• No FM for payment failure
– May need to consider currency risk or ability to designate

alternative currency

– May want to add a limited credit support party simply to facilitate
payment in the event there are currency restrictions imposed by
a relevant sovereign.



Choice of LawChoice of Law

• ISDA – law of England and Wales

• Domestic US

• Consider using different choice of law for
different portions of the ERPA

– Sovereign may be willing to allow foreign law
with respect to everything except project
specific requirements



Dispute ResolutionDispute Resolution

• ISDA generally contemplates arbitration
– ISDA typically invokes law of England and Wales, so LCIA may

be appropriate

• Some DNA’s may balk at loss of sovereign immunity
• Arbitration under IETA

– ICC
– Permanent Court of Arbitration, using the “Optional Rules for

Arbitration of Disputes Relating to Natural Resources and/or the
Environment”

– UNCITRAL
• SAIC for Asian host country

• Expert Determination
– May want to limit to only some aspects of ERPA.



Business RisksBusiness Risks

From the perspective of
a participant in the
markets:

• Enforcement of
contracts

• Domestic and
international disputes

• Geo-political risks

• Theft of technology

• Rapid evolution

• Unreliable
certification/credibility

• Delivery concerns

• Impact on cross
border trade of goods

• Exchange or bilateral
trades

• Changing landscape
as we approach 2012
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